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Thanks for joining

We’ve invited members from our 

Marketing, Product, Instructor Success, 

and Content team to showcase what’s 

new this quarter.

Alex Blackman Chris Mayfield

Jen Bricker Richie Cotton



Please share your questions in the chat



Our agenda

● Introduction: Helping you do more

● What’s new: Product updates

● Organizational skill matrix (groundwork and discovery)

● What’s new: Courses coming soon 







Product updates





Invite managers 
with new admin 
permissions

Allow departmental managers 

to become DataCamp 

admins—while you maintain 

control over key access points 

to your account.
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Invite managers 
with new admin 
permissions

— Can create assignments and 

monitor learner progress

— Can only see data from within 

their own team

— Cannot make purchases or 

edit billing and security settings
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Take the guesswork 
out of training 
recommendations

When a learner completes a 

Signal skill assessment, they’ll 

receive a learning track that’s 

tailored to their skills gap.



Live, code-along 
trainings

Enterprise learners can now 

benefit from blended learning 

in DataCamp, bringing 

together the best of 

self-paced skill learning with a 

live online classroom.



Upcoming 
trainings

Join our live training sessions 

to learn how to build a 

data-driven organization. 

Live Session Date Tech

  Setting Up Your Environment in R
  07-14-2020, 

  11am EDT

  Hacker Stats In Python
  07-15-2020,

  12pm EDT

  Applied ML: Ensemble Modeling
  07-16-2020,

  1pm EDT

  Working with Text Data in Python
  07-21-2020,

  2pm EDT

  Visualizing Big Data in R
  07-28-2020,

  11am EDT

  Pivot Tables in Excel
  08-04-2020,

  1pm EDT

  Market Basket Analysis in Python
  08-25-2020,

  11am EDT

https://www.datacamp.com/live/setting-up-your-r-environment
https://www.datacamp.com/live/hacker-stats-in-python-part-2
https://www.datacamp.com/live/applied-ml-stacking-ensemble-models
https://www.datacamp.com/live/working-with-text-data-in-python
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2974214544231059979
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/697763680937477904
https://www.datacamp.com/live/market-basket-analysis-in-python


Apply new skills 
in an open-ended 
Python sandbox

Our new in-browser Python 

sandbox allows learners to test 

their new skills in a zero-risk 

setting, giving them the 

experience they need to put 

their skills into action outside of 

a course or practice challenge.



















Curriculum updates





345+ courses, and growing

We’re pleased to share some of the new and 
upcoming courses that you will be able to share with 
your teams to help them become more data fluent



Data Literacy 
Fundamentals

The data consumers in your 

organization don’t need to 

learn how to code—but they do 

need to build a full set of skills 

to support data-driven decision 

making.

NEW TRACK

https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/24388
https://learn.datacamp.com/skill-tracks/data-literacy


Cloud Computing 
for Everyone

Give everyone on your team 

the skills to navigate the cloud 

with more confidence. As part 

of our new Data Literacy skill 

track, Cloud Computing for 

Everyone is appropriate for 

anyone in a non-technical role.

NEW COURSE



Exploring and 
Analyzing Data in 
Tableau
As a follow-up to our popular 

Introduction to Tableau course, 

this course teaches introductory 

exploratory data analysis skills 

for BI analysts, data scientists, 

and machine learning scientists.

NEW COURSE

https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/24388


Statistics in Python 
for beginners

This introductory course 

provides an entry point into 

DataCamp’s full Python 

statistics curriculum and covers 

the essential stats concepts you 

need to make predictions and 

run experiments.

NEW COURSES



Intermediate 
Regression in R
Learn how to fit sophisticated 

models with high predictive 

power. This course teaches 

learners how analyze multiple 

variables in their models to 

make accurate predictions.

NEW COURSE

https://learn.datacamp.com/courses/24388


Streaming Data w/ 
Amazon Kinesis 
and AWS Lambda
Automate tasks in real-time 

—including trading, dynamic 

pricing, social media analysis, 

website clickstream analysis, 

warehouse management, fleet 

management, and more.

NEW COURSES



Q&A



Thank you

Alex, Chris, Jen, and Richie
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